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Abstract
The necessary infrastructure of some products can be politically too sensitive or economically prohibitive for a single company to bear. In these cases, depending on their involvement, nation-states become owner, share- or stakeholder. This paper investigates potential shifts of market power between
the political and the private sphere by analysing the aviation industry.
As a consequence of liberalisation, competition among different types of airlines has extended to their
major factors of production (Airports). Airlines can capitalise on competition arising among airports by
using a relatively new although very influential instrument: the relocation and/or withdrawal of routes
(i.e. production). Evaluating the European airline industry, this paper basically examines whether a
shift of power away from the political to the private sphere has indeed occurred and offers conclusions
supporting that view.

Zusammenfassung
Die nötige Infrastruktur mancher Produkte kann politisch zu sensibel oder ökonomisch prohibitiv sein,
um von einer Firma alleine getragen zu werden. In solchen Fällen werden Nationalstaaten, abhängig
von ihrer Beteiligung, Eigentümer, Anteilseigner oder Anspruchsberechtigte. Diese Arbeit beschäftigt
sich mit potentiellen Machtverschiebungen zwischen der politischen und der privaten Sphäre anhand
einer Untersuchung der Luftfahrtindustrie.
In Folge der Liberalisierung hat sich der Wettbewerb zwischen den verschiedenen Arten von Fluggesellschaften auf ihre wichtigsten Produktionsfaktoren (Flughäfen) ausgeweitet. Fluggesellschaften
können aus diesem neu entstandenen Wettbewerb zwischen Flughäfen Nutzen ziehen, indem sie ein
relativ neues, dennoch bereits einflussreiches Instrument nutzen: die Verlagerung und/oder den
Rückzug von Strecken, d.h. der Produktion. Diese Arbeit untersucht anhand der europäischen Luftfahrtindustrie, ob sich in der Tat Machtverschiebungen weg von der politischen hin zu der privaten
Sphäre ereigneten und bietet Schlussfolgerungen die diese Sicht unterstützen.
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Introduction

Liberalisation can cause fundamental changes in thitherto regulated economic areas. One of the industries experiencing the aftermath of liberalisation nowadays is the aviation industry. Its deregulation
in the West was enacted in the late-1970s in Northern America and the mid-1980s in Europe.
The chain reaction caused by liberalisation movements can take place as follows: deregulation facilitates competition, competition facilitates pricing pressure and lowered sales prices increase the need
for innovations by market participants (Goll et al. 2006: 5). Some of these innovations then might
cause a realignment of market power. Additionally, in case of the European aviation industry, an ex1
cess of supply in the form of airports is given due to historic events (Müller-Rostin et al. 2010). The
underlying paradigm of this paper is that a deregulated market combined with an excess of supply can
account for shifts in market power between the participating actors of the respective industry. The two
main actors of the aviation industry are airports and airlines. Therefore, shifts in market power could
basically occur in three settings:
1) Airline vs. Airline
2) Airport vs. Airport
3) Airline vs. Airport
This paper will highlight the emergence of a relatively new, although very influential instrument by
assessing its implementation by European airlines in negotiations with airports: the relocation and/or
withdrawal of routes.
Starting from the meta-level aviation, the focus is on the low-cost segment due to its vitalisation after
the industries liberalisation and its inherent high volatility, since compared to the full-service segment,
more withdrawals take place (here 28 percent vs. 2 percent, 1997-2002) (Humphreys et al. 2006).
Furthermore, direct competition on routes is rare in the European low-cost segment. More than 91
percent of all routes are executed by just a single airline, whilst 8 percent are run by only two airlines
(DLR 2013: 7f).
According to these numbers the setting Airline vs. Airline does not look very important at first sight.
However, this calculation only contains the current number of airlines on a route, whereas it does not
consider potentially preceding (cutthroat) competition or competition between different types of airlines.
Nonetheless, the focus of this paper is on the settings mentioned, where airports are involved. Their
importance is also emphasised by the two underlying supply and demand-relationships of aviation, in
which airports serve as suppliers for airlines, who at the same time, serve as suppliers for passengers.
Analyses of the second setting Airport vs. Airport have already been conducted. It was shown that
geographically contiguous airports occasionally compete with one another in order to attract airlines
(e.g. Francis et al. 2003, 2004; de Neufville 2007: 10; Lian and Rønnevik 2011). Due to deregulation,
the competition among different types of airlines (e.g. Full-Service Carrier vs. Low-Cost-Carrier) has
spread to their major factors of production (de Neufville 2007). What has rarely been scientifically documented yet is that airlines can capitalise on this competition among airports by using their most powerful instrument of route relocation or withdrawal during negotiations directly against airports. In that
case, the third setting Airline vs. Airport is met.
Since most airports represent publicly funded infrastructure, a delicate issue in this regard is that many
are run and/or (co-)owned by entirely public entities and/or public-private partnerships (e.g. airport
authorities). Underlying this state of the market is that it can be economically prohibitive for a company
to build the necessary infrastructure underlying the products they sell (Crystal 1999). Nevertheless,
this paper does not look deep into airport ownership structures or court judgments handling illegal
subsidies (cf. Schmauch 2012). It is rather assessing a potential shift of market power away from air1

See CIA World Factbook: European Union, sector Transportation (e.g. Boeing 737-800 is allowed for take-off
and landing on a runway of at least 1,800 metres, see ICAO Annex 14).
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ports, where states to a greater or lesser extent are stake- or shareholders towards airlines, which
were either privatised or already founded as private firms after liberalisation (at least in most of the
Western world). Evaluating the European airline industry, this paper basically analyses whether a
transfer of power away from the political to the private sphere has indeed occurred.
That matter is of special interest as it brings together several academic disciplines: the business side
decides on managerial principles where to operate and where not. Their actions potentially affect national economies as market imperfections emerge, while politics are held responsible for these imperfections such as the divergence from the ideal case of a stable infrastructure underlying the society
they govern.
This paper builds upon a detailed two-case study by Olischer and Dörrenbächer (2013). In 2003 Ryanair stopped flying the route Strasbourg-London, because financial support by the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in France was reversed due to a court ruling. They also dealt with the famous
Hahn-Taler (eng. Hahn-Coin) where Ryanair’s threats to relocate operation caused the airport operators not to introduce a passenger fee aimed at infrastructure investment. In the aftermath, Fraport sold
its shares to the state of Rhineland-Palatinate for a symbolic price of €1 (ibid.). Whereas this paper
dealt with only two cases in detail, now all known cases in the low-cost segment of the European Aviation Industry between 1999 and 2013 are being examined. It will be questioned whether market exit
through relocation and/or withdrawal is a rather common bargaining chip for (low-cost) airlines.
This paper starts out by reviewing the literature on the relationship of private companies and public
authority. Especially literature investigating the decreasing importance of borders and trade barriers
and how organisational behaviour hereafter has reshaped the business world and its relationship with
public authority will be given special consideration. This is followed by a section outlining the current
state of research on the aviation industry. Next, the overall research question is specified along with
some methodological comments on the empirical survey and its discussion to follow. The paper closes
with conclusions on shifts of market power between private and public actors on the basis of the industry investigated. In addition, suggestions for further research based on the findings of this paper for
this field of research will be made.
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Literature Review

The intellectual fragmentation of the relationship between business and politics has two dimensions:
“one within political science and one between political science and schools of management” (Vogel
1996: 158). This paper focuses on the second dimension necessitating a combined approach of both
aforementioned academic disciplines.
In the first section of the literature review a general idea about the genesis of the relationship between
public authority and (multinational) corporations, i.e. the reciprocity between the political and the private sphere, will be given. In the second section of the literature review this approach will be narrowed
by focusing on scientific findings examining the evolution of aviation.

2.1

The manifold Business-Politics Relationship

The debate about the relationship between private actors and public authority had not attracted much
attention until the 1960s. A lot has changed ever since. Starting from trade policy researchers around
the world have increasingly explored this field and began to discuss how far-reaching business power
can be in capitalistic societies (Vogel 1996: 146f). Hence, we can now build upon broad knowledge
explaining how and why corporations have become “the most important non-governmental institutions
not only in the western world, but globally” (ibid.).
Nowadays the private sector handles numerous important but also politically sensitive issues, not only
in matters of public transport. Private interests pursuing capitalistic standards such as, first and foremost, profit seeking play an increasingly important role in the fields of health care, energy, science,
environment or education. Therefore, “it is time to refocus the debate directly on that evidence and
broaden our vision of where markets can replace governments in determining the most efficient way to
create and sell products and services” (Winston 1998: 108). Earlier Lindblom (1977) had already stated that the resultant polyarchy described by Hunter and Dahl (1962) could lead to corporatism.
Works investigating polyarchy or the business-politics relationship in general reach from the far left to
the far right wing of politics and anywhere in between. In the current state of research the left rather
detects a weakening or retreat of the state (e.g. Strange 1997), while (neo-) liberals tend to see it
more as a transformation of statehood. This transformation is characterised by de-nationalisation, a
shift from government to governance and a fundamental internationalisation that facilitates the competition and as such the need for innovations not only among companies but also nation-states (cf. Bieling 2007).
Views on the topic have evolved over the years. Historically, the creation of “International Business” as
an area of research has taken place to a large extent post-World War Two. At the same time a growing number of multinational corporations (MNCs) entered the stage, which reinforced attention on the
business-politics relationship. In the beginning was the word that activities by MNCs were rather sovereignty affirming than violating (Kobrin 2001: 192). Later during heated debates Vernon had published his remarkable but occasionally misinterpreted (1981: 517f) book “Sovereignty at Bay” (1971).
Therein he dealt with the “basic asymmetry between multinational enterprises and national governments” and noticed that public authority is committed to a “fixed piece of national turf” whereas an
enterprise has the ability to shift its activities across borders. This dissimilarity in mobility might be
acceptable to a certain degree, but after that particular point requires endeavour to rebuild wellbalanced powers between the private and the public sphere (ibid.).
Vernon’s approach has been built upon by Kobrin (2001) who subsumes the business-politics relationship from the 1990s and thereafter as “Sovereignty @ Bay”. MNCs mobility has increased even
more due to movements facilitating boundless global trade, enforced for instance by the World Trade
Organisation (WTO). One of the results of the liberalised world economy created by these movements
is that “regulatory authority can emanate from states, but also from firms, business associations, trade
unions, professional bodies, standard bodies, or a great many other regulatory locations” (Lillie 2010:
685). The mobility initially brought up by Vernon in 1971 today is of utmost importance in an almost
unlimited business environment existing throughout the world.
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A certain dependency of nation-states on the performance of their economy and thus in detail on single private actors results from their mobility. Firms are meaningful creators of a nation’s wealth resulting largely from industry and commerce. Wealth on the other hand is generally expected to provide
safety and opportunities for citizens, two principal objectives of industrialised nations in the past and
today.
Due to the competition emerging among countries the dependency of a nation-state on its economy
has arguably increased in the aftermath of liberalisation and privatisation movements (Rugman and
Verbeke 2001). MNCs, without breaking the law, “increasingly are able to exert pressure on how rules
are created and enforced” (Spar 2001: 220). In domestic economies small and medium-sized enterprises play an important role as they usually represent the lion’s share of a nation’s companies. However, they are mostly outnumbered in size, growth, market share and market power by MNCs, who are
the key players in international business activities, an area that gained tremendous importance due to
globalisation movements (e.g. ibid.). It is through this internationality that transnational actors developed precautionary measures which secure and facilitate competitive advantages in a globalised,
networked world economy. Mobility being one of the important ones within the currently prevailing
business environment (e.g. Vernon 1971; Levy and Egan 2000: 150f).
Lillie (2010) advanced that approach coming to his conclusion mentioned above. He asserts that corporations not only use their mobility in order to obtain more favourable business terms elsewhere.
Mobility is also being used to bring offshore conditions ashore, i.e. as a threat in order to escape from
national class compromise and undermine a state’s autonomy and sovereignty (ibid.). Then the relative power of a company against the relative power of a country matters, where the retreat of the state
could become reality if the state succumbs to private interests (Strange 1997). These findings suggest
a rather sceptical view relating to liberalisation movements and support the weakening of the state
hypothesis promoted for instance by Strange (1997). Detecting undermining trends is also allocated to
the strong globalisation thesis, which implies that the state is the one which has to assimilate (cf. Bieling 2007).
On the other hand, Rugman and Oh (2008: 13) support a different pattern of thought connecting the
debate referring to globalisation also closely to the business-politics relationship. The authors notice
that “globalization as popularly understood does not exist.” They underline this view by showing that
MNCs do not necessarily operate globally but perform the majority of their actions within their home
region (ibid.). Furthermore it is argued that liberalisation is not solely an external force but the result of
deliberate political processes (Gritsch 2005). Here, the nation-state is not a victim that adjusts to
changing external conditions. According to the weak globalisation thesis it is the creator of these
movements (cf. Bieling 2007: 4). Therefore, it is argued that liberal trends naturally will not seek to limit
governmental influence (Ong 2006).
To shed some light on this controversial issue the categorisation of Hall and Soskice’s (2001) Varieties
of Capitalism (VoC), building also upon Whitley’s (1992, 1999) conception of national business systems, can be of help. On the basis of certain criteria Hall and Soskice assign an economy to either
coordinated market economies (CME) or liberal market economies (LME) and, as a consequence, a
country’s capability of producing innovations. For instance, the UK and the USA are generally considered as LMEs with a knack for radical innovations while Germany and France are considered more as
CMEs with a knack for incremental innovations. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that CMEs should not
2
be lumped together and that not all act equal on the political stage. The rigidity of VoCs dichotomy
has been questioned by Streeck and Thelen (2005: 30f), who add that a movement like liberalisation
and its consequences take place gradually, not instantaneously.
According to the population ecology of institutions (Hannan and Freeman 1977) it might also seem
plausible that all developed states tend to become LMEs due to movements facilitating worldwide
trade and market-oriented decision processes between them. However, this neglects the existence of
2

For instance, Germany handles a number of political decisions in a more decentred way than France.
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micro-political deviation (Thelen 2012). Therefore, it takes deeper insights into the respective industry
of interest. The structures on the macro-level do not necessarily reflect those on the micro-level (Barry
and Nienhueser 2010).
For the purpose of this paper it is important to recognise these structures and the way MNCs influence
the underlying bargaining on the micro-level. These insights also assist in determining the agendasetting power of private actors during these bargaining-processes, which fundamentally shape the
business-politics relationship.
Levy and Prakash (2003: 132) question debates about MNCs according to which their relative power
towards governance has increased while they want to shift decision-making powers away from national governments to supranational institutions and appear to seek to undermine regulatory standards in
general. Therefore, similar to the dichotomy in the VoC-literature (Hall and Soskice: 2001), a typology
of regimes is introduced (Levy and Egan 2000; Levy and Prakash 2003: 134) distinguishing between
regulatory institutions and market-enabling institutions (regime purpose) enhanced with a combination
of either national or supranational authority (location of authority), allowing also for hybrid-models.
Consequently, one can in principle assess four different types of regimes (ibid.: 147).
It is concluded as well that capital basically prefers market-enabling regimes on the international level
where MNCs largely operate, even though they also find settings where MNCs prefer national, regulatory frameworks (e.g. social or environmental matters). Unlike some dominant commentators and similar to Whitley (1999) who allows for the combination of business systems they argue that preferences
by MNCs still vary across industries, depending also on the influence they are given, which does not
result in generalisations but rather a “somewhat indeterminate process” (Levy and Prakash 2003: 131).
Starting from a point where private actors play an increasingly important role, the concepts of VoC
(Hall and Soskice 2001) and also the typology of regimes (Levy and Egan 2000; Levy and Prakash
2003) can be useful when investigating bargaining power of MNCs today. Both do have their weak
spots, though. VoC allows for a bigger picture but probably oversimplifies the complex nature of a
national economy, while the typology of regimes tries to tackle these generalisations by looking deeper into the structure of bargaining processes but fails to draw a bigger view of the picture (cf. Fuchs
und Lederer 2007).
Without taking sides for either the left or the right wing of politics, both offering plausible explanations
supporting their theses, it can still be stated that business has gained power through liberalisation
movements enforced within the last decades. Some assert that in the “era of the non-state actor“ (Cohen and Küpçü 2005: 35) an MNCs power is “not sensitively subject to control by the market” (Key
1964: 25, in Kobrin 1976: 110), while some authors (cf. Bieling 2007) illustrate that power is not a zero-sum game, where the rising power of the private sphere should not be equated with a general
weakening of the public sphere (Jessop 2002: 199). Nevertheless, saying that a government will remain one supreme authority is not the same as describing it as the supreme authority (Kobrin 2001:
201).
Nation-states and their governments are still very powerful but increasingly dependent on private actors who carry increasing responsibility in politically sensitive industries as well. Of course, public authorities are still able to enact laws disregarding private interests, but this is easier said than done.
Laws are not homogenous among various nation-states, sometimes not even within a (federal) nationstate. This heterogeneity among jurisdictions can cause competition between them. A good example
are efforts in fishing for foreign direct investments (FDI), which could be seen as a comparative advantage of nations in order to spur economic growth at home (Rugman and Verbeke 2001). The nonexistence of a level-playing field on account of heterogeneous legislations among nation-states and
confederations of states is the underlying prerequisite necessary for the significance of private actors’
interests.
In any case, the private sphere is catching up with either an undermined or transformed public authority. Private actors increasingly have become an important partner to talk to and negotiate with. If gov10
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ernments decide against their will, companies have instruments for a policy of retaliation or agendasetting at their disposal, one of the crucial ones being the relocation of capital to another country
where the conditions for FDI come at a more favourable price. To gain a practical understanding of the
influence of these underlying macroeconomic movements, the aviation industry’s evolution will be
described in the next section of this paper.

2.2

Scientific Insights into the Aviation Industry

Deregulation represents one of the most dramatic and far-reaching changes in any industry. These
changes do not happen in a trice, they occur gradually (Winston 1998). Basically, deregulation facilitates competition, competition facilitates pricing pressure and lowered sales prices increase the need
for innovations by market participants (Goll et al. 2006: 5). The effects of this fundamental change can
also unfold decades later and even then still have a significant impact on the strategic choices made
by airlines (ibid.).
In case of the aviation industry, liberalisation was initiated in the late-1970s in Northern America while
Europe followed suit in the mid-1980s. In many other parts of the world nations still run and/or own
state airlines nowadays. But there are also examples from Europe to this day. For instance, 50 percent of SAS from Scandinavia is owned by the governments of Sweden, Denmark and Norway, while
3
the other half is in free float.
Nonetheless, the aviation industry was entirely regulated by public authorities until the late-1970s. In
1978 the USA enacted the Airline Deregulation Act to liberalise the domestic market and abandon
price and route restrictions (Goll et al. 2006). Before being entirely opened to foreign competitors as
well, the US-market was operated solely by domestic airlines in the meantime (cabotage) (Crystal
1999: 351). Due to the success of the resulting advent of LCCs and consequently lowered retail prices
in the American aviation industry, the European market also began introducing open-sky policies. The
first act of deregulation took place on a single route. In 1986 Dublin-London was the first to be liberalised after private actor Ryanair indicated interest and pressured. After the first full year following liberalisation, the traffic on this route had almost doubled (Barrett 2000a: 20f; 2004: 34). Later the European market was progressively liberalised until the mid-1990s, so that today the EU can be considered a
“domestic” open-sky area (Zhang et al. 2008).
As a result of this far-reaching deregulation a fundamental restructuring of the aviation industry took
place, shaped enormously by the rise of LCCs. Their business model switched the industry’s focus
away from competing solely in service quality to competing to a large extent in price level. Thereby a
new era in the airline industry was launched when LCCs began to pursue their innovative business
model unrelentingly.
The ideal LCC-business model consists of a number of characteristics all considered as cost-cutting
measures and was first introduced onto the market by American LCC Southwest Airlines. High utilisation of personnel and machinery in a homogenous fleet is achieved by fast turnarounds on ground
(Francis et al. 2003: 268). For instance, Ryanair targets a turnaround of 30 minutes between landing
and take-off. Since this is almost impossible to achieve at a hub, there is currently a strong preference
for rather uncongested secondary airports, which offer idle capacity and sometimes an oligo- or even
monopoly for airlines, also facilitating their punctuality (de Neufville 2007: 11). From secondary airports they carry out point-to-point traffic, as they usually do not offer connection flights. On-board service differs strongly from those of full service carriers (FSCs), as LCCs operate only a single service
class without free in-flight catering. More cost saving can be found, as bookings are strictly carried out
via computer reservation systems (Malighetti et al. 2009).

3

See http:/www.sasgroup.net > Investor relations > Shareholder > 20 largest shareholders – Principal shareholders in SAS AB on 31 October 2013 [16/12/2013]
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Ancillary revenues, which are of increasing significance not just for LCCs (Idea Works 2013), are also
a matter of importance. Due to these new characteristics LCCs are changing the basis of the airport–
airline relationship (Williams, 2001).
As a result of much lower retail prices LCCs succeeded in continuously increasing their market share.
Today they operate 30 percent of European take-offs (DLR 2013: 15) The resulting competition between, for instance, LCCs and FSCs (Airline vs. Airline) induced Lufthansa in 2011 to gradually carry
out most of their point-to-point-traffic, except for a few prestigious routes from its hubs in Frankfurt and
Munich, through its low-cost subsidiary Germanwings (cf. Goll and Rasheed 2011: 27). Consistent
with economic theory the competition among airlines also extended to their major factors of production
(de Neufville 2007). From there on, the setting Airport vs. Airport gained attention.
Several authors pointed out that geographically contiguous airports once in a while compete with one
another (e.g. Francis et al. 2003 and 2004; Warnock-Smith and Potter 2005; de Neufville 2007: 10;
Lian and Rønnevik 2011). Mostly, this competition happens on account of airport fees. When airports
try to lure airlines with lowered fees, a form of fishing for FDI becomes apparent. Occurring competition among geographically contiguous airports then can be exploited by airlines in order to reduce the
costs of ground services even further (Warnock-Smith and Potter 2005: 388).
Earlier Barry and Nienhueser (2010: 226f) found that the aviation industry does not necessarily “reflect
the tendencies of an exemplar CME national context to promote a high level of coordination through
non-market” activity in employment relations, “leaving the parties caught uneasily between two competing regulatory tendencies”. As this paper investigates the Airline vs. Airport setting, the focus is
basically also on airlines’ cost management, this time not towards employees but airports (supplier).
The European market is a special case in that it contains an excess of supply in the form of airports
due to historic events (cf. Introduction). Former military bases are frequently re-established to facilitate
passenger transport and cargo (Müller-Rostin et al. 2010). A delicate issue in this regard is that in
most countries airports represent publicly funded infrastructure, given that they are too expensive to
be built by a corporation (ibid.; Crystal 1999). In most European nations, airports are owned by central
or local governments. In some cases airport services are also carried out via (quasi-) governmental
(air-) port authorities. Exceptions in the European market are found in the UK, where most airports
today are privately owned and run, even though Manchester is an example of public property (Morrell
2010: 17).
Some calculations show the significance of costs of ground services airports charge. Depending on
the airline studied and type of cost included, 10 to 20 percent of all costs can be associated with airport fees, making up the third-biggest cost-pool after fuel and labour (Doganis 2001; cf. Beisel 2006,
Rajco Aviation 2012). Consequently, they are a target of cost-cutting measures, especially in the lowcost segment of an industry.
While airport fees account for 10 to 20 percent of costs of LCCs, they represent typically more than 64
percent of an airport’s revenues (Graham 2001, in Francis et al. 2003: 268). Airport fees are the number one target for airports but of rather inferior significance to airlines (Warnock-Smith and Potter
2005). Nevertheless, secondary airports handle this matter quite differently. While take-off and landing
4
is free of charge for Boeing 737s at Frankfurt-Hahn , other airports will not “accommodate services
unless the price is right” (Dixon 2002).
There are studies showing that LCCs can have a positive influence on economies that emphasise
tourism (Rey et al. 2010). They have accomplished above-average growth and profitability internally
as well as for some secondary airports (Francis et al. 2003: 268; Barbot 2006: 203; Button and Ison
2008: 1). When a public authority cooperates with LCCs, they try to make up for the costs of airports
with earnings through tourism, while airports often try to trade a reduction in aeronautical revenues
due to airport competition for an increase in non-aeronautical revenues (Barrett 2004: 36). Monetary
downswings for airports with low fees of ground services loom, when they have difficulties translating
4

See web page of Frankfurt Hahn Airport: Airport Charges. Retrieved from
http://www.hahn-airport.de/default.aspx?menu=airport_charges&cc=en [19/12/2013]
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increased passenger volume into increased revenue (Francis et al. 2004). If such an airport is publicly
owned, run or financed, it is the government that has to pay for sunk costs of investments and arising
losses. These problems become apparent, especially when a substitute airport is located nearby.
The feature of an excess of supply in the European market was mentioned before. Now there are
strong hints not to over-emphasise the significance of catchment areas (Morrell 2010: 16). An airport
does not need to be close to a metropolitan area, as access via roads and trails can create accessibility widening the catchment area (Francis and Humphreys 2002). LCCs will learn about the true attractiveness over time (Dixit and Chintagunta 2007: 151). Concerning market entry LCCs thus largely
follow a trial-and-error principle and not necessarily the insights of market research. Their focus is
more on costs than on markets. When routes later proof to be unprofitable “airport managers are not
exempt from [...] cost cutting intentions” (Barrett 2004: 39).
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Research Question

Liberalisation and its effects do not unfold in the blink of an eye. “It takes time for lawmakers and regulators to dismantle regulatory regimes, and then it takes more time for the deregulated industries to
adjust to their new competitive environment” (Winston 1998: 89). Like many other industrial sectors
before, the European aviation industry experienced previously unknown dynamics subsequent to its
initiated liberalisation in the 1980s and the following advent of innovations such as LCCs. These in
turn stress “that if they cut an established airline fare by as much as 80 percent the old airport charges
as a proportion of the ticket price will rise dramatically” (Barret 2004: 37).
More changes in the respective business environment will then occur naturally, if not by force. In this
paper, it will be shown that the most powerful instrument of airlines in concession bargaining processes with airports for the purpose of cost reduction has become market exit through the relocation and/or
withdrawal of routes. Motive for this course of action are changing terms of business at their major
factors of production, i.e. airports. Airlines will either refuse to pay the new fee and/or threaten to take
their production elsewhere in order to obtain favourable terms (ibid.). The European market is a special case in that it contains an excess of supply which, particularly in combination with a deregulated
market, can inure to the benefit of consumers, in this case airlines. As already mentioned, the infrastructure necessary for production in the aviation industry can be economically prohibitive for an airline
to bear (Crystal 1999). In such cases states become either operator or stake- or shareholder. Concession bargaining processes between Airlines and Airports then take place between the private and
the political sphere.
Here it will be questioned how market power is distributed in such a setting. Based on an empirical
survey of relocations and/or withdrawals in the low-cost segment of the European aviation industry,
this paper examines whether a transfer of power away from the political to the private sphere has indeed occurred in the aftermath of liberalisation.
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Methodology

This paper aims at further empirical arguments for the tasks nation-states are increasingly confronted
with. These tasks arise for example from liberalisation and/or decreasing importance of trade barriers
and national borders and the subsequent advent of MNCs, as described during the literature review.
An example is the aviation industry.
To determine whether a shift of power away from the political (airport) to the private (airline) sphere
has indeed occurred, the Airport vs. Airline relationship is being analysed. Focusing on relocations
and/or withdrawals of routes, the use of this instrument in concession bargaining processes will be
illustrated through various publicly known examples, thereby enlarging the data basis introduced by
Olischer and Dörrenbächer (2013). This can be assigned to a form of offshoring, a term which describes geographical relocations of business activities (outsourcing on the other hand describes organisational relocations).
The data set of 30 cases was compiled from various sources as indicated in the respective column
(“Sources”) of table 1. Barrett (2004) and Morrell (2010) based their knowledge of the cases analysed
to some extent on press coverage. Air Scoop (2009) contains a collection of cases which is based
largely on press coverage. Furthermore, information from press releases of the respective airlines and
airports was included. This survey includes only cases in which the respective airline reasoned their
decision with terms of business. Causes were explicitly named.
These empirical findings, consisting of primary and secondary data, were discussed in two interviews.
One with a scientist of the German Aerospace Centre (Deutsches Luft- und Raumfahrtzentrum) at its
institute for Airports and Air Traffic (Institut für Flughafenwesen und Luftverkehr) in Cologne, who at
the same time is a professor in Aviation Management, and the other one with an aviation journalist
and industry expert. To ensure validity and reliability the included information was triangulated with the
sources mentioned (academic papers, empirical survey, interviews).
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Empirical Findings

For this analysis, I opted for a complex industry in a globally integrated market, from the side of supply
as well as from the side of demand. This market is dominated by MNCs, operating to a great extent
outside their country of origin. Nevertheless, the policies of the actors involved are subject to resource
dependencies in diverse institutional contexts (cf. Sorge and Rothe 2011: 44).
The empirical survey of this paper discloses 30 cases of relocation and/or withdrawal in the low-cost
segment of the European aviation industry (see table 1). Seasonal relocations or withdrawals were not
considered, even though this might have played a role in some of the cases found. In all cases listed
airlines reasoned their decision with terms of business. The instances sorted in chronological order
serve as an underlying data set for the analysis of shifts of market power between the political and the
private sphere.
27 of the 30 cases found dating back as far as 1999 involved Irish LCC Ryanair. There are two possible reasons. First of all, being portrayed as the “lowest-cost-carrier” (Mason and Morrison 2009: 84)
Ryanair depends most on cost-efficient component supply and as such will might have seen the need
for savings earlier than others (cf. Alamdari and Fagan 2005). Another reason might be that the airline
and its extravert CEO have been voluntarily present in the media and therefore probably also are a
popular subject of press coverage. Anyhow, it is important to recognise that Ryanair is not the only
one making use of market exits through relocations and/or withdrawals in concession bargaining processes with airports (due to fees for ground services, insufficient passenger numbers or infrastructure)
or as a response to decisions made by public authorities (due to taxes or subsidies). There are two
incidents involving the British airline easyJet and one incident involving Germanwings, the low-cost
subsidiary of German FSC Lufthansa. This paper explicitly does not claim to have found all cases
within the European market. Likely, there are more monetarily reasoned relocations and/or withdrawals to be found (not only) in the European aviation industry. Possibly, not all of them were debated in
public.
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Table 1: List of Relocations / Withdrawals by LCCs in Europe
Airline (Date)

Ryanair

Initial Airport

Cause

Alternative
Airport

Incidents

Sources

Executed?

(1999)

Manchester
(GB)

Increased
airport
charges

LeedsBradford +
Liverpool
(UK)

Charges
increased,
Leeds +23
percent

Barrett 2000; 2000a;
2004: 35

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(1999/2000)

LeedsBradford (GB)

Manchester
lowered
airport
charges

Manchester
(UK)

Manchester set
charges at
previous
standards

Barrett 2000; 2000a;
2004: 35

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair

Strasbourg
(FR)

Illegal subsidies

BadenBaden (DE)
+ BasleMulhouse
(FR + CH)

Payments
classified as
subsidies
(judgement)

Morrell 2010

(Summer 2003)

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(Spring 2004)

Charleroi
(BE)

Illegal subsidies (judgement rescinded in
2009)

-

Payments
classified as
subsidies
(judgement in
2004)

Barbot 2006;

Yes
(withdrawal)

Air Scoop 2009: 10;
Morrell 2010

Ryanair
(Spring 2004)

ClermontFerrand (FR)

Insufficient
passenger
numbers

-

RA dropped
out despite
0.5m marketing
budget

Air Scoop 2009: 7

Yes
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Spring 2007)

Vitoria (ES)

Insufficient
passenger
numbers

Valencia +
Alicante (ES)

RA cancelled
contract after
15 months

Air Scoop 2009: 8

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(Autumn 2007)

Pula (HR)

Insufficient
passenger
numbers

-

RA cancelled 5
year contract
after one year

Air Scoop 2009: 6

Yes
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Autumn 2007)

Zadar (HR)

Insufficient
passenger
numbers

-

RA cancelled 5
year contract
after 1 year

Air Scoop 2009: 6

Yes
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Winter 2008)

Valencia (ES)

No monetary
support by
government

-

RA shut down
its base in
Valencia

Air Scoop 2009: 8

Yes
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Spring 2009)

Hahn (DE)

Hahn-Taler
(airport
improvement
fee, terminal)

-

Hahn-Taler not
introduced
(“RAs threat
too serious”)

Morrell 2010

No

Ryanair
(Spring 2009)

Fuerteventura
(ES)

Insufficient
marketing
support by
government

To other
airports on
Canary
Islands (ES)

Airport limited
marketing
support

Air Scoop 2009: 9

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(Spring 2009)

Weeze (DE)

Operating
hours

(guess
AachenMaastricht
based in NL)

Court ruled not
to shorten
operating hours

http://bit.ly/NlMOQF
[10/10/2013]

No

Ryanair
(Summer 2009)

Manchester
(GB)

Rise in APD
(tax in UK)

-

Ryanair withdrew 90 percent of routes

Air Scoop 2009: 10

Partly
(withdrawal)

Ryanair withdrew 40 percent of routes

Air Scoop 2009: 10

Ryanair
(Summer 2009)

Stansted
(GB)

Rise in APD
(tax in UK)

-
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Sources

Executed?

EasyJet
(Autumn 2009)

East Midlands Int’l
(GB)

Rise in APD
(tax in UK)

-

EasyJet withdrew
all aircrafts

Air Scoop 2009: 9

Yes
(withdrawal)

EasyJet
(Autumn 2009)

Luton (GB)

Rise in APD
(tax in UK)

-

EasyJet withdrew
20 percent of
routes

Air Scoop 2009: 9

Partly
(withdrawal)

Germanwings
(Autumn 2010)

Köln-Bonn

Ryanair
(Autumn 2010)

Altenburg
(DE)

(DE)

(cut 20
percent of
routes)

Aviation tax
in Germany

Maastricht
(NL)

Relocated due to
new tax

http://bit.ly/ok1aHe

Airport
charges

Cochstedt
(DE)

All routes relocated

http://bit.ly/MlMOSi
[10/10/2013]

Yes
(relocation)

http://bit.ly/KKUbmp
[10/10/2013]

Partly
(relocation)

th

(Nov 26 , 2010)
[10/10/2013]

Yes
(relocation)

(airports just 170
km apart)
Ryanair
(Autumn 2010)

Hahn (DE)

Aviation tax
in Germany

“To bases
outside
Germany”

30 percent of
routes relocated

(cut 30
percent of
routes)

Ryanair
(Autumn 2010)

Belfast (NI)

Promised
runway not
built in time

-

O’Leary: “they do
not provide us
with necessary
infrastructure”

http://bbc.in/bYVsxu
[10/10/2013]

Yes
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Spring 2011)

Pau (FR)

Marketing
budget

Lourdes
(FR)

Pau rejected RAs
wish of a marketing budget
increase

http://bit.ly/182JrZr
[10/10/2013]

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(Spring 2011)

Girona (ES)

Airport
charges

Increased charges

http://bit.ly/hDdg14
[10/10/2013]

Partly
(withdrawal)

•

(cut 25
percent of
routes)
Ryanair
(Summer 2012)

Ryanair
(Summer 2012)

Köln-Bonn
(DE)

Weeze (DE)

Aviation tax
in Germany

Aviation tax
in Germany

AachenMaastricht
(based in
NL)

Aviation Tax
since 2011

AachenMaastricht
(based in
NL)

Aviation Tax
since 2011

http://bit.ly/Pb2skt
http://bit.ly/Mp8x86
http://bit.ly/Mp8J7k
[10/10/2013]
http://bit.ly/Pb2skt
http://bit.ly/Mp8x86
http://bit.ly/Mp8J7k
[10/10/2013]

Partly
(relocation)
(new routes
in A-M, less
in K-B)
Partly
(relocation)
(new routes
in A-M, less
in Weeze)

Ryanair
(Autumn 2012)

Rhodes (GR)

Insufficient
Marketing
support by
government

-

RA cancelled all
flights from
October 2012 on

http://bit.ly/JU1zam
[10/10/2013]

Temporarily
all routes
suspended
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Autumn 2012)

Kos (GR)

Insufficient
Marketing
support by
government

-

RA cancelled all
flights from Oct
2012 on

http://bit.ly/JU1zam
[10/10/2013]

Temporarily
all routes
suspended
(withdrawal)

Ryanair
(Summer 2013)

Bremen (DE)

Aviation tax
(DE) + new
runway in
Groningen

Groningen
(NL)

Extended runway
in Groningen
finished

http://bit.ly/11JlHmY
[10/10/2013]

Yes
(relocation)

Ryanair
(Winter 2013)

Cochsted
(DE)

Capacity in
Cochsted
lowered

-

Ryanair withdrew
all aircrafts from
2014 on

http://bit.ly/1k0SbnK
[16/12/2013]

Yes
(withdrawal)
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Incidents
Incidents

Sources
Sources

Executed?
Executed?

Ryanair (Winter
Ryanair
2013) 2013)
(Winter

Klagenfurt
Klagenfurt
(AT)

Airport fees
fees
increased
increased

-

Ryanairwithdraw
Ryanair
withdraw
all routes
routes

http://bit.ly/1eCbUpf
http://bit.ly/1eCbUpf
[16/12/2013]
[16/12/2013]

Yes (withYes
drawal)
(withdrawal)

Ryanair (Winter
Ryanair
2013) 2013)
(Winter

BadenBaden-Baden
(DE) (DE)
Baden

Aviation tax
tax in
Germany
in
Germany

-

Relocated2020
Relocated
percent ofofroutes
percent
routes
from summer
summer2014
on
2014
on

http://bit.ly/1kJbEXB
http://bit.ly/1kJbEXB
[16/12/2013]
[16/12/2013]

Partly (withPartly
drawal)
(withdrawal)
(cut 20
(cut
20percent
of routes)of
percent
routes)

5

When looking deeper into the cases disclosed one basically finds five causes for relocations and/or
withdrawals of routes and thus investments and jobs:

Table 2: Causes for Relocations / Withdrawals by LCCs in Europe

Cause

No. of incidents

Taxes

10

Subsidies

7

Airport fees

6

No. of Passengers

5

Infrastructure

2

Total

30

Taxes
There were rather strong responses when governments introduced new taxes or increased preexisting ones. Four instances of withdrawals (two each by Ryanair and easyJet) occurred immediately
when the UK started to increase its Air Passenger Duty (APD) in November 2009, which was followed
by more increases in the years thereafter. When Germany introduced its Aviation tax in 2011, there
were three immediate reactions and also three rather delayed ones (in summer 2012 and winter 2013),
making it a total of six instances (five by Ryanair, one by Germanwings). Operations at five airports
were cross-border relocations from Germany to nearby airports where the taxes did not apply. For
example, Germanwings relocated from Köln-Bonn (DE) to Aachen-Maastricht (NL) based in the Netherlands. Both airports are merely 110 km apart. Routes from Baden-Baden (DE, winter 2013) were
withdrawn as of spring 2014.
In addition, also due to the introduction of the German Aviation tax in 2011 the share of traffic carried
out by LCCs decreased by 11 percent until the end of the year (e.g. Ryanair cancelled all domestic
flights) (DLR 2013: 3). In 2012 it had decreased by another 17 percent (ibid.). The Irish government
also has been collecting an Air Travel Tax, but it is due to be set to zero percent during 2014, while
maintaining a value added tax for tourism. In return, the Irish finance minister expects airlines to set up
6
new routes and thus spur tourism in Ireland.
Subsidies
The second most cases were reasoned with missing subsidies, as for example marketing budgets or
other monetary support for airlines by airports or public entities. In Strasbourg (FR) and Charleroi (BE)
5

Please note: during the descriptions in this chapter the sources from table 1 will be used.
th
See: The Irish Times – Noonan ditches Airline Tax and maintains 9% tourist VAT, 15 October 2013, Retrieved
from http://tinyurl.com/noonan-tax [16/12/2013]
6
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a court classified the new route support Ryanair received by airports and local governments (cf. Morrell 2010; Schmauch 2012) as illegal subsidies. This induced the LCC to either relocate (from Strasbourg (FR) to Baden-Baden (DE) and Basle-Mulhouse (FR)) or withdraw (Charleroi, BE) all aircrafts.
Similar cases where an airport or government did not agree on the monetary support demanded by
Ryanair were found in Valencia (ES), Fuerteventura (ES), Pau (FR), Rhodes (GR) and Kos (GR). Interestingly, routes were relocated to airports within the same country in two cases (Fuerteventura to
other airports on Canary Islands, Pau to Lourdes), while the other three airports were withdrawn from
Ryanair’s network.
Airport fees
All six instances relating to airport fees involve Ryanair. The Irish LCC relocated from Manchester to
Leeds-Bradford and Liverpool (all in GB) when the former airport increased its charges. Some months
later, Manchester cancelled these increases and relocations were reversed. Another particularly interesting case of relocation caused by airport fees happened within Germany, but between two federal
states. Once again it was Ryanair who relocated from Altenburg in Saxony to Cochstedt in nearby
Saxony-Anhalt, with just 170 road-lane km between both airports. Furthermore, there were two withdrawals (Girona, ES; Klagenfurt, AT) and the instance of Hahn, DE (described briefly later on).
Number of Passengers
Fourth-most incidents were reasoned with insufficient numbers of passenger transport occurring in
Clermont-Ferrand (FR), Vitoria (ES), Pula (HR), Zadar (HR) and Cochstedt (DE). All five were withdrawals. There are hints about a paragraph in the signed contracts, presumably securing Ryanair the
right to relocate and/or withdraw immediately if expected passenger volumes were not fulfilled, although there has not been any scientific investigation of this claim yet.
Infrastructure
Lastly, there were two incidents where infrastructure proved to be decisive. In Belfast a promised extension of the runway had been delayed, inducing Ryanair to withdraw operations. In Weeze operating
hours were to be shortened. After a threat by Ryanair to close its base in Weeze, a court ruled not to
7
shorten operating hours causing the Irish carrier to stay.
Of the 30 cases found 28 relocations and/or withdrawals were executed.

Figure 1: Relocations / Withdrawals by LCCs in Europe in detail

Fully 18
Yes 28
(R12; W16)
Executed?

Partly 10
No 2

The two remaining cases were the ones where either the airport (Hahn: airport improvement fee) or
the government (Weeze: operating hours) decided not to impose new rules on the respective airline.
In both cases threats to cease operations by Ryanair were successful, as Hendrik Hering, then Minister of Economic Affairs in Rhineland-Palatinate, relating to Hahn admitted: “We had to pull the ripcord.
7

Please note that Weeze is 99.3 percent private property that received governmental funding. Statement of state
parliament retrieved from http://tinyurl.com/parliament-weeze [19/12/2013]
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Ryanair’s threat was too serious.” A planned €3 airport improvement fee for the terminal was abolished after Ryanairs threat to relocate a big amount of routes. The case of Weeze will be described
briefly later on.
We can further distinguish between relocations and withdrawals on the one hand and withdrawals that
were executed fully or partly on the other. The survey contains 12 relocations and 16 withdrawals,
totalling 28 instances executed.
Relocations and Withdrawals
In order not to lose the current catchment area when relocating, there is need for another airport nearby. This can be seen in some of the cases where not only cross-border but also domestic relocations
were executed. Here the excess of supply in form of airports in Europe came into play. More than 500
km apart are Vitoria (ES) and Valencia (ES). The relocation from Fuerteventura (ES, spring 2009) to
“other airports on Canary Islands” was not specified as well as the relocation from Hahn (DE, autumn
2010) “to bases outside Germany.” Surprisingly, nine out of twelve relocations were executed within
200 km of the initial airport, adding weight to the excess of supply hypothesis.
Withdrawals on the other hand were executed when no substitute airport was found within a short
period of time after the decision had been made. Delayed re-employments of aircraft naturally happened but were not considered as direct relocations.
Extent of partial Relocations and Withdrawals
When investigating the relocations and withdrawals disclosed, one will find that 18 were executed fully
and another ten partly. The latter are the subject of the last self-explanatory calculation, asking for the
amount of traffic (in percent of routes) being relocated and/or withdrawn.

Table 3: Extent of partial Relocations / Withdrawals by LCCs in Europe

Extent

No. of incidents

unknown

2

0 – 33 percent

4

34 – 66 percent

1

67 – 99 percent

3

Total

10
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Discussion

Investigating the Airline vs. Airport relationship building upon Olischer and Dörrenbächer (2013) this
paper disclosed thirty cases which reveal implications for the theoretical insights discussed in detail
during the literature review. It has been shown that, due to deregulation movements, competition does
no longer just exist among companies. It also occurs among nation-states, as illustrated, for example,
by their efforts in fishing for FDI. Thus, the dependency of a state on its economy has increased (cf.
Rugman and Verbeke 2001). As a result, regulatory authority can emanate not just from governments
but also, inter alia, from private actors (Lillie 2010: 685). Private actors have obtained regulatory authority and are willing to use their market power in concession bargaining processes against public
authority, trying to bring the offshore ashore (ibid.). Underlying these processes is the fact that public
authority is committed to a “fixed piece of national turf” while enterprises have the ability to shift activities across borders (Vernon 1971). An airline is mobile, whereas an airport is not.
These general insights also match with findings about the aviation industry. Rising market power of
LCCs in the aftermath of liberalisation triggered a dynamic change in the entire industry. Barry and
Nienhueser (2010: 226f) already found that the aviation industry does not necessarily “reflect the
tendencies of an exemplar CME national context to promote a high level of coordination through nonmarket” activity in employment relations. The focus of this paper is also on airlines’ cost management,
not towards employees but airports. It is ascertained that “airports have large fixed infrastructure costs
but low marginal costs of processing extra passengers” (Graham 2001, in Francis et al. 2003: 268).
However, they often have difficulties translating increased passenger volume into increased revenue
(Francis et al. 2004). In addition, there are strong hints not to over-emphasise the significance of an
airports’ catchment area (Morrell 2010: 16), as it can be enlarged by enhanced access via roads and
trails (Francis and Humphreys 2002). The factors mentioned facilitate competition among airports
while airlines are willing to take advantage in order to reduce the third biggest cost pool after fuel and
labour further, i.e. airport fees (Gillen and Lall 2004; Morrell 2010).
In addition, Fuchs and Lederer (2007: 11) noted that the growing perception of political legitimacy of
private actors is an important source of their political and thus agenda-setting power. Nevertheless,
they find that business power may not leave a trace as threats need not be voiced. This makes the
determination of the extent of this power highly controversial (ibid.). While data might lack quantitative
or qualitative value when investigating most of the industries, this is not the case with the aviation industry where the “threat to move investments and jobs should the government make unfavourable
policy changes” (ibid.) at times is explicitly voiced, thereby allowing for the opportunity to determine
the extent of airlines’ power to a less controversial degree.
Relocations and/or withdrawals of investments can have various reasons, not just the five disclosed in
this paper. Furthermore, realignment of investment and production does not only happen in the aviation industry but throughout an economy. However, this paper focuses on relocations and withdrawals
used as an instrument or even threat in concession bargaining processes between actor A (airline)
and actor B (airport and/or government).
28 out of 30 relocations/withdrawals disclosed were executed. Twelve out of 28 executions were relocations, where an airport lost demand, while the airline was able to produce somewhere else. Regarding these twelve instances one might say that the airlines won. They evaded the newly imposed rule to
continue with comparatively more favourable terms of business at another location where the new rule
did not apply. In some of these twelve cases other airlines took over released capacities at the respective airport. However, it does not constitute a matter of concession bargaining between actor A and
actor B when actor C comes into play later. Weight has also been added to the excess of supply hypothesis regarding the European market, because nine out of these twelve relocations were executed
within 200 km of the initial airport.
The 16 withdrawals disclosed might be considered as a draw. While an airport lost demand, the airline
could not find a substitute factor of production somewhere else immediately. Again, delayed reemployment of production by either airlines or airports was not considered.
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Two instances in which the airline was able to set an agenda are of special interest. In both cases the
private actor brought the public actor to its knees by threatening publicly to relocate production. Hahn
and Weeze were both used as a base by Ryanair when unfavourable terms of business started to
loom. Nevertheless, it takes certain preconditions to make these threats function.
Hahn
In 2009 Hahn was owned by state enterprise Fraport (65 percent) and the states Hesse and Rhineland-Palatinate (17.5 percent each) (HHN 2008). Ryanair had a quasi-monopoly operating almost all
passenger flights. When they threatened to relocate a big amount of routes in case airport fees should
rise, the management of Hahn abolished its plan of a €3 airport improvement fee to be used for a new
terminal and paid for by the passengers. The dependence of Hahn on Ryanair was obvious and decisive. Here, the Irish LCC used its market power for agenda-setting.
Weeze
Also in 2009, Ryanair threatened to close its base at Weeze airport following a court judgment aimed
at reducing operating hours. In this case, the excess of supply hypothesis plays an important role. The
state North Rhine-Westphalia employs several airports with commercial international passenger traffic.
Three medium-sized airports (Düsseldorf, Dortmund and Köln-Bonn) are located within 130 road-lane
km of Weeze. In addition, there are two secondary airports operating international traffic (MünsterOsnabrück and Paderborn-Lippstadt) within 200 road-lane km. Finally, it was Ryanair’s threat to close
the base in Weeze which prompted the Higher Administrative Court in Münster to overturn its sovereign judgment and thus to not shorten operating hours at the airport as had been the original plan.
While 28 executions could be considered as retaliatory measures, the minority of these two cases
impressively illustrates the agenda-setting power of a private actor, even though there were certain
preconditions necessary. Both interview partners shared these findings and added that this is normal
behaviour in liberalised markets. Naturally, firms will capitalise on mistakes made by others in order to
generate profit.
The thirty cases included various reasons inducing LCCs to relocate production. Due to taxes easyJet,
Germanwings and Ryanair withdrew/relocated routes across borders. Only Ryanair saw itself further
prompted if subsidies, airport fees, passenger volumes or infrastructure did not fit their business model.
Familiar procedures of liberalised markets are shown as the customer moves away from unfavourable
conditions. The delicate issue here is that the state is still involved in aviation and bargaining takes
place between the political and the private sphere. Like Barry and Nienhueser (2010: 226f), this paper
finds that this industry does not necessarily “reflect the tendencies of an exemplar CME national context” regarding the relationship between airlines and airports. However, political authority might soon
react to instances such as the ones in this survey. According to a news report (Die ZEIT July 3, 2013),
the EU Commission is about to present a draft law that couples governmental funding to the passenger volume aimed at limiting subsidies. For instance, an airport with up to one million passengers then
can only receive subsidies covering three quarters of the costs. Subsidies decrease gradually in four
steps and become inaccessible for airports with more than five million passengers. They are also limited to ten years. Thus, it becomes less attractive to cooperate with smaller airports as subsidies decrease alongside increasing passenger volumes. Both interviewees described this draft law as protectionism for FSCs.
Building upon the empirical survey we can describe a hierarchy of market power in the European lowcost segment. On top of that hierarchy still remains the nation-state, since, theoretically, governments
are able to enact laws that disregard private interests (e.g. APD, German Aviation tax). LCCs follow
behind. In principle, they have to adhere to the rules imposed but have developed measures to bargain concessions or set an agenda. They have also used their mobility in order to escape from regulatory authority by relocating or withdrawing production. The bargaining chip of airlines is not lost once
the investment was made (cf. Levy and Prakash 2003: 146). Left behind in that hierarchy are secondary airports, which have become the pawn in the game that better does not rely on current demand.
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Thus, we can see that the state remains one supreme authority, but this is not the same as saying it
was the supreme authority (cf. Kobrin 2001: 201).
Thereby weight has also been added regarding market exits in the aviation industry (Dixit and Chintagunta 2007). But it remains questionable whether there is a single airplane, train, subway or other
device of public transport on earth in the black, if one includes all costs of the infrastructure underlying
these formerly purely public services. This pattern of thought might also be carried over to other politically sensitive, but mandatory industries such as energy, education, health, civil services and the like.
Yet, after all, the findings imply that the aviation industry is an example where the liberalisation of the
market has arguably increased the need for reinforced regulation (Cutler et al. 1999; Vogel, S. K. 1996,
in Büthe: 2010).
Limitations
It can be questioned if the offshoring illustrated in this paper and the consequent shift of market power
was also possible in environments, where a comparable excess of supply is not given. Furthermore,
the separation of public and private sphere is not always as easy as in Europe where states acted at
least as stakeholder in all of the cases disclosed. This paper has not looked deep into ownership
structures and there are also private airports in European countries (e.g. England). Nevertheless,
some areas in this world handle this subject differently, involving public authority also on the airline
side (MENA, Asia). Thus, both actors might sit in the same boat governed by a nation-state.
Extensions
This survey could be extended by taking the aftermath of the aforementioned concession bargaining
processes into consideration. Some airlines might come back when there is no possibility to relocate
routes. Investigating the relationship between FSCs and Hubs with a similar pattern of thought might
be of interest as well. Here, a loss of reputation and the non-existence of an excess of supply among
hubs probably plays a role in keeping an airline tamed. Beyond that, the aviation industry has experienced consolidation worldwide through mergers and acquisitions. Thus, it would be interesting to analyse its additional impact on route networks, especially along with technological progress such as future long haul carriers, which can reach almost any spot on earth nonstop, thereby potentially increasing the competition among hubs.
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Conclusion

This paper examined the Airline vs. Airport relationship subsequent to the aviation industry’s liberalisation, focusing on the low-cost segment of the European market. Due to the reduced military requirement and the promotion of local and regional development (cf. Barrett 2000a: 26) market entries of
airports have led to an excess of supply. In addition, concession bargaining processes between airlines and airports in Europe take place between the private and the political sphere in almost all of the
cases analysed.
Thirty cases based on the Airline vs. Airport relationship were presented in order to determine how
market power is distributed in this setting. They concern instances from Austria, Belgium, Croatia,
France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Spain and Switzerland.
Both earlier and recent examples of concession bargaining between airports and airlines were examined (1999 – 2013). The cases illustrate that market exits through relocations and/or withdrawals by
airlines can be used as a threat in order to set an agenda under certain circumstances. The second
possible application is its reactive use in form of a relocation of production when unfavourable terms of
business are imposed on airports. In sixteen cases airlines withdrew production. In twelve cases airlines were able to evade regulatory authority and relocate. In two of the cases they were able to set an
agenda. Therefore, this paper finds that the European aviation industry is an example where private
actors have gained market power subsequent to liberalisation. As such, the liberalisation of the market
has arguably increased the need for regulation.
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